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As an important component of a financial roadmap, estate planning serves to reduce
uncertainties and tough decisions that can come with major life events. This special
feature will explore how putting a plan in place can help to avoid potential long-lasting
and costly impacts that can accompany the process of settling your affairs. It will also
highlight the expert advice and tools that have been found useful for guiding these
challenging discussions.

Proposed topic highlights:
LIFE INSURANCE – Life insurance as an estate-planning tool.
LEGACY GIVING – Achieving an impact through philanthropy.
WILLS – Reducing the risks of undesired asset allocation.
PLANNING AND ADVICE – The role of expert advice in navigating wealth transfer
challenges.
TECHNOLOGY – Technology tools for the estate planning process.
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PHILANTHROPY
TO DELIVER
HEALTH CARE
TO FUTURE
GENERATIONS
her successful treatment
A fter
and recovery from ovarian
cancer, Nancy McKinstry knew she
wanted to thank the Vancouver
General Hospital (VGH) team who
saved her life and supported her
recovery with a donation that would
make an impact in the future.
McKinstry chose to leave a legacy
gift in her will to show her gratitude
for the life-saving treatment she
received from the Ovarian Cancer
Research Program (OVCARE) at VGH.
“I recognize how fortunate I was
to receive care from OVCARE, one
of the top ovarian cancer clinicalresearch centres in the world,” she
says. “Giving back is important to
me, so that innovations in research
and treatment will continue long
after I’m gone.”
McKinstry was diagnosed with
ovarian cancer in 2005, one year after the successful portfolio manager
retired from investment firm Odlum
Brown at age 55. It was certainly
a frightening time, and she began

Legacy gifts and other donations help VGH & UBC provide specialized training, the latest medical equipment
and groundbreaking research. VGH & UBC HOSPITAL FOUNDATION

We tell our donors
that through
thoughtful planning
their gift can help our
health care teams
save lives now and
well into the future.
Charlene Taylor

will meet their specific needs,” Taylor
says. “Professionals in the community
know a lot about what our foundation
offers donors and about the benefits
their gifts can generate.”
Once received, estate gifts to VGH
& UBC Hospital Foundation can be
rapidly deployed to the most urgent

needs in B.C.’s health-care system.
These types of gifts have funded
groundbreaking research, been
used to recruit and train world-class
physicians and have purchased vital
equipment.
“Donors are the bridge between
the government funding that sup-

ports essential operations and the
steps that we can take to take our
research, care and treatment to
the highest possible level,” Taylor
says.
“Leaving a gift in their will allows
donors to set a path for longer-term
support,” she explains. “Often, this
type of legacy gift can alleviate
tax burdens on their estate and
allows them to donate a larger
gift than may be possible during
their lifetime to help tomorrow’s
generations.
“We tell our donors that through
thoughtful planning their gift can
help our health-care teams save
lives now and well into the future.”
Nancy McKinstry says she is glad
that she found a satisfying way to
contribute to the health professionals who brought her so much.
“I am proud of what I could
bring to help those who have
helped countless others,” she
says. “I will always be here to support this amazing team.”
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For more information, visit
vghfoundation.ca/legacy or contact
Charlene.Taylor@vghfoundation.ca.
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